Match the correct verb: CATCH, TAKE, MAKE, TELL, LOSE

_____ a joke
_____ a cold
_____ interest
_____ a train
_____ fun of someone
_____ the time
_____ a lie
_____ a break
_____ your patience
_____ track of time
_____ a breath
_____ the difference
_____ control
_____ the most of it
_____ a mess
_____ your breath away
_____ you by surprise
_____ the truth
_____ your time
_____ charge of
_____ a fuss about
Answers:

Tell a joke
Catch a cold
Lose interest
Catch a train
Make fun of someone
Tell the time
Tell a lie
Take a break
Lose your patience
Lose track of time
Take a breath
Tell the difference
Take control
Make the most of it
Make a mess
Take your breath away
Take you by surprise
Tell the truth
Take your time
Take charge of
Make a fuss about